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Abstract: Photocatalysis is an effective technology for NO removal even at low concentrations in
the ambient atmosphere. However, the low efficiency of this advanced process and the tendency of
producing toxic byproducts hinder the practical application of photocatalysis. To overcome these
problems, the Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 photocatalytic composites were successfully prepared by a
one-step hydrothermal method. The as-synthesized photocatalysts exhibited an efficient photocat-
alytic performance and generated low amounts of toxic byproducts. X-ray diffraction studies show
that Bi3+ is successfully reduced on the surface of Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 (BT/BBT). After L-Ascorbic
acid (AA) modification, the photocatalytic NO removal efficiency of Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 is
increased from 25.55% to 67.88%, while the production of the toxic byproduct NO2 is reduced by
92.02%, where the initial concentration of NO is diluted to ca. 800 ppb by the gas stream and the flow
rate is controlled at 301.98 mL·min−1 in a 150 mL cylindrical reactor. Furthermore, ambient humidity
has little effect on the photocatalytic performance of theBi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15, and the photo-
catalyst exhibits excellent reusability after repeated cleaning with deionized water. The improved
photocatalytic effect is attributed to the addition of AA in BT/BBT being able to reduce Bi3+ ions to
form Bi nanoparticles giving surface plasmon effect (SPR) and generate oxygen vacancies (OVs) at
the same time, thereby improving the separation efficiency of photogenerated carriers, enhancing
the light absorption, and increasing the specific surface areas. The present work could provide new
insights into the design of high-performance photocatalysts and their potential applications in air
purification, especially for NO removal.

Keywords: photocatalysis; BaBi4Ti4O15; surface plasmon effect; NO removal

1. Introduction

With rapid global industrialization, air contamination is becoming an increasingly
serious environmental problem. Nitrogen oxide (NOx) pollution is one kind of highly dan-
gerous atmospheric pollutant, because it not only promotes the occurrence of photochemical
smog but also increases the exposure degree of acid rain for humans and animals [1]. Gen-
erally, traditional methods to reduce NOx emissions include biochemical reactive filtration,
physical adsorption, and biocatalytic oxidation/reduction, but these techniques are very
inefficient at low concentration (ppb) level [2]. Photocatalysis is considered an exciting
method for NOx removal at ppb level in the atmosphere, due to the advantages of this
advanced process being energy-saving, environmentally friendly, and sustainable [3–5].
During the photocatalytic process of NO removal, there are, however, various problems
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at present, including low activity, unstable effects, and easy to produce toxic byproducts
(NO2). Therefore, it is necessary to develop new photocatalytic semiconductor materials to
resolve these issues.

Two-dimension materials have rich catalytic active sites, due to their large contact
surface areas and short charge transport paths, such as graphene, transition metal ox-
ides, transition metal dichalcogenides, and nitrides [6,7]. Bismuth-based two-dimensional
perovskite BaBi4Ti4O15 (BBT) is one of the novel transition metal oxides for reducing
NOx emissions. BBT consists of (Bi2O2)2+ layers interleaved with perovskite-like ((BaBi2)
Ti4O13)2−, which has excellent stability. BBT promotes photogenerated charge separa-
tion and minimizes their recombination because its obvious internal polarization leads to
an outstanding photocatalytic activity under ultraviolet light [8,9]. In addition, the near-
ultraviolet spectrum region is 200–400 nm, but more than 50% of solar energy lies within the
visible spectral range (400–750 nm) [10]. The BaBi4Ti4O15 has a poor absorption of visible
light, resulting in unsatisfactory photocatalytic performance under visible light irradiation.
Previously, many methods have been developed to enhance the visible light activity of
photocatalysts, including metal loading, introduction of vacancies, and heterostructure
construction [11–14]. Extensive studies on supported single-atom catalysts (SACs) for
photocatalysis have been conducted aiming to achieve interesting properties like high
activity, selectivity, and maximum atomic utilization [15]. Altass et al. [16] reported that
modification with an appropriate amount of palladium (Pd) nanoparticles enhanced the
activity of CO oxidation over the reduced graphene oxide/copper metal organic framework
nanocomposite. Furthermore, the introduction of plasmonic metals into photocatalysts is
an effective way to extend the light absorption range [17–19]. For example, Duan et al. [20]
studied plasmonic Ag onTiO2 nanocomposites for photocatalytic NO removal under visible
light and found that the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect of Ag is responsible for the
improvement of the visible-light photoactivity. They also discovered that a very limited
loading amount (about 0.89% in Ag/Ti molar ratio) of Ag in TiO2 can remarkably improve
the photocatalytic activity of NO removal [21]. By studying cesium ferrite nanocomposites
decorated with gold selenide quantum dots (AuSe/Cs2Fe2O4 NC), Alshorifi et al. [22]
discovered that metal particle size is one of the most important factors affecting the SPR
energy band. However, these noble metals are expensive and unsuitable for industrial
applications. Hence, the development of less expensive plasmonic metals is highly de-
sired. Recently, the SPR effect has been found on the cheaper metallic bismuth (Bi0), which
allows hot carriers to be transferred from Bi to the semiconductor. Simultaneously, the
introduction of vacancies to photocatalysts is a prospective strategy to tune the surface
electronic energy state, which could adjust the reaction pathway and inhibit the formation
of toxic by-products [23]. Due to its eco-friendly attributes and excellent biocompatibility,
ascorbic acid (AA) is regarded as a suitable reducing agent. Since photogenerated electrons
and holes could be separated into two distinct parts in heterojunction composites, creating
heterojunction composites with appropriate structures is a promising method to reduce
photogenerated carrier recombination [24]. Therefore, it is expected that the coupling of Bi0,
oxygen vacancies (OVs) and heterojunction on BaBi4Ti4O15 has a conspicuous potential for
improving photocatalytic performance for NO removal.

Herein, a one-step hydrothermal method for the synthesis of Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15
microsheets photocatalyst with OVs and Bi SPR effect is reported. The effect of micro-
topography, the concentration of Bi, optical properties, atmosphere humidity, and NO
conversion mechanism are discussed. The synthesized photocatalyst exhibits high photo-
catalytic activity with 67.88% of NO converted in 30 min under visible light irradiation,
while the Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 microsheet produces 92% less byproduct NO2 than its
counterpart Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 during the photocatalytic process. Furthermore, ambient
humidity has little effect on the photocatalytic performance of the Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15,
and the photocatalyst exhibits excellent reusability after repeated cleaning with deionized
water. The good humidity adaptability and remarkable reusability benefit its practical
application in photocatalytic NO removal. The detailed mechanism is unveiled by diffused
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reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (DRIFTS), radical trapping, and EPR
analyses. Additionally, in the dark, NO could be catalyzed to form NO−3 to a certain extent
on the surface of the Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 microsheet accounting for its specific physic-
ochemical properties. To the best of our knowledge, our study presents the application of
Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 photocatalysts for NO conversion under visible light illumination
for the first time.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Photocatalytic Activity

The photocatalytic activities of the as-prepared samples were evaluated for NO re-
moval under visible light irradiation (λ ≥ 420 nm). Following dark adsorption equilibrium,
the NO content was steady when illuminated by visible light. The photocatalytic conver-
sion efficiency curves of various catalysts for NO under visible illumination are compared
in Figure 1a. It can be seen that BT/BBT exhibited poor photocatalytic activity with a NO
removal efficiency of 25.55%, and this declined over time, which may be a consequence to
its unstable nature. The NO elimination efficiency of BT/BBT-0.2 is 47.88%, and the photo-
catalytic activity trend is increasing initially, then dropping and subsequently gradually
increasing finally. BT/BBT-0.1 and BT/BBT-0.05 are found to have NO removal efficiencies
of 67.88% and 62.13%, respectively.

According to the aforementioned findings, adding AA significantly affects the catalytic
activity of BT/BBT. We speculate that the addition of AA to BT/BBT causes the reduction of
Bi ions to form Bi0, which could lead to the SPR effect, as well as creating OVs, thus increas-
ing the content of active sites and specific surface areas in BT/BBT. The best photocatalytic
activity requires an optimal AA ratio. The OVs and the SPR effect of Bi0 could enhance the
light absorption capacity and separation efficiency of the photogenerated carriers, thereby
improving its photocatalytic activity.

It is common knowledge that NO2, one of the hazardous byproducts of NO removal,
is not a desirable substance [25]. As a result, during the experiments, it is essential to
monitor the NO2 generation over the various photocatalysts. After 30 min of exposure
to visible light, the NO2 concentration produced for the BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1, and
BT/BBT-0.2 composites are 89.81%, 92.02%, and 86.91% lower than that of obtained when
using BT/BBT, respectively (Figure 1b). Furthermore, this indicates that BT/BBT-0.1 is the
most advantageous for converting NO into nitrate ions, achieving effective NO removal,
and reducing the generation of NO2 as an undesirable byproduct.

In general, the photocatalytic activity and stability of the photocatalyst are vital to
practical applications. It is observed that during the cyclic photocatalytic NO removal
process (Figure 1c), the BT/BT-0.1 shows a decreased photocatalytic activity (24.71% re-
duction) after the ten cycles due to the coverage of the surface-active sites by produced
nitrate ions. To regenerate the photocatalytic activity, after cyclic testing, the samples were
repeatedly washed with deionized water to remove NO−3 from the sample surface. After
being rinsed with water, as shown in Figure 1c, the BT/BBT-0.1 recovers its photocatalytic
activity (reaching 64.17% NO removal efficiency). These findings suggest that BT/BBT-0.1
has good reusability, and that when the photocatalytic activity is reduced, it can be restored
by rinsing with water.

Real-life NOx removal cannot ignore the impact of atmosphere humidity; hence, the
effect of relative humidity (RH) on the photocatalytic effect must be investigated. The
findings of the humidity-influenced experiments are shown in Figure 1d. The photocatalytic
activity of BT/ BT-0.1 is consistent with dry airflow in the range of 40% to 80% relative
humidity, implying that the NO photocatalytic reaction active site is rarely bound to
water molecules in the atmosphere, which could decrease the probability of competitive
adsorption between NO and water molecules. Consequently, due to the excellent humidity
adaptation, BT/ BT-0.1 can operate normally for photocatalytic NO conversion in a wide
range of climatic conditions.
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Figure 1. (a) Photocatalytic activity of BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1, and BT/BBT-0.2 under
visible light, (b) NO2 concentration of visible light illumination, (c) ten cycles of photocatalytic
activity of BT/BBT-0.1 and the regeneration of photocatalytic activity by rinsed with water, (d) effect
of relative humidity on photocatalytic activity of BT/BBT-0.1.

2.2. Structural Characterization

The XRD patterns of BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1, and BT/BBT-0.2 are pre-
sented in Figure 2a. The diffraction peaks could be indexed as the Bi, Ba2TiO4 (JCPDS
PDF No.38-1481), and BaBi4Ti4O15(JCPDS PDF No.73-2184), which are marked clearly
in Figure 2a. The diffraction pattern of BaBi4Ti4O15 matches well with the major peaks
at 2θ = 30.1◦, 32.7◦, 46.9◦, 56.8◦, which represents the (1 0 9), (1 1 0), (2 0 0), (2 1 9) hkl
planes respectively [26]. The secondary phase is similar to orthorhombic Ba2TiO4. The
two strongest secondary phase diffraction peaks appear at 2θ = 28.81◦ and 29.31◦, which
are close to the (2 1 1) and (0 3 1) crystal peaks of the Ba2TiO4 structure [27]. In addition,
the two diffraction peaks at 2θ = 22.5◦, 27.2◦ could be attributed to metallic Bi reflections,
which are connected to the (0 0 3) and (0 1 2) planes [28]. As can be seen, BT/BBT is
composed of BaBi4Ti4O15 and Ba2TiO4. Under the same conditions, the intensity of the
diffraction peak of Bi monomer (Bi0) gradually increases with increasing AA content. When
the reducing agent AA content reaches 0.2 g, the intensity of the diffraction peak of Bi0

exceeds that of BaBi4Ti4O15. This demonstrates that Bi0 on the surface of the BT/BBT-0.05,
BT/BBT-0.1, and BT/BBT-0.10.2 samples are successfully obtained in situ via reduction Bi3+

ions contained in the BBT samples.
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Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns, (b) nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms, (c) pore size distribution
curves of BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1, and BT/BBT-0.2 composites.

The nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms of the obtained samples are displayed
in Figure 2b. The specific surface area (SBET) of BT/BBT-0.1 hybrids is 37.15 m2 g−1, which
is the highest among all the samples. The specific surface area (SBET) of BT/BBT T/BBT-0.05
and BT/BBT-0.2 composites is found to be 1.91 m2 g−1, 19.67 m2 g−1, and 30.65 m2 g−1

respectively. The SBET is increased obviously after adding AA, which may be due to the
increase in defects that caused structural changes. The pore size distribution curves are
shown in Figure 2c, and it can be seen that the maximum diameters (DBJH) of all samples
are similar (11–14 nm). As a result, the specific surface area of samples is significantly
increased by adding the appropriate amount of reducing agent AA, while the pore size is
only slightly affected. Despite the fact that all samples have small specific surface areas,
their isotherms are identified as type III, and the measured pore sizes are in the mesoporous
range (2–50 nm).

As shown in Figure 3, the morphologies of the BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1,
and BT/BBT-0.2 composites were observed by SEM. All the samples are flake-like mate-
rials, and BT/BBT-0.1 has the smallest average size (d < 0.5 µm). The material’s surface
becomes rough after the addition of AA, which is consistent with the XRD results. It is
common practice to modify materials by adding reducing chemicals, which can modify
the morphology of the substance. As shown in Figure S2, the elemental mapping images
imply that Bi, Ba, Ti, and O evenly form the BT/BBT-0.1 composite. The EDX analyzer
was employed to further verify the element composition and distribution of BT/BBT-0.1.
The weight percentages of the Bi, Ba, Ti, and O elements are 67.19, 10.10, 2.47, and 20.23%,
respectively.

The optical properties of the samples measured using UV–Vis diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy are shown in Figure 4a. As can be seen, BT/BBT microsheets show a clear
absorption from the UV to the visible region, with an edge at about 575 nm. In comparison
with BT/BBT, increased visible light absorption is achieved by BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-
0.1, and BT/BBT-0.2 samples. The widespread absorption is advantageous for the more
effective use of solar energy. The significant enhancement of the optical absorption of
BT/BBT-0.1 is related to the co-effect of Bi0 SPR effect and OVs. The light absorption ability
of the samples treated with the reducing agent AA is greatly enhanced due to the generated
OVs and SPR effect of Bi0 nanoparticles. Moreover, the plots of (αhν) 1/2 vs. photon energy
of samples are displayed in Figure 4b. The band gaps of BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1,
and BT/BBT-0.2 samples are calculated to be 2.88 eV, 2.74 eV. 2.67 eV, and 1.50 eV according
to Tauc’s equation. These findings suggest that the co-effect of Bi0 SPR effect and OVs can
boost the intensity of the photocatalyst’s response to visible light, facilitating the visible
photocatalytic reaction.
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Figure 3. SEM of (a) BT/BBT, (b) BT/BBT-0.05, (c) BT/BBT-0.1, and (d) BT/BBT-0.2.

Figure 4. (a) UV–Vis absorption spectra of the sample photocatalysts, (b) plots of (αhν) 1/2 versus hν
of the sample photocatalysts.

As shown in Figure 5, XPS analysis was performed to reveal the chemical states of each
element in BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1 hybrids. BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1 are made up of Ba,
Bi, Ti, and O elements. The high-resolution Bi 4f XPS spectrum (Figure 5b) in the BT/BBT
and BT/BBT-0.1 shows that the peaks of Bi 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 at 160.18 eV and 165.48 eV
are the representation of the Bi (III). Moreover, Bi (0) is also observed at 158.78 eV and
164.18 eV in BT/BBT-0.1, indicating that some Bi (III) ions are reduced during the synthesis
process [29]. The binding energies of Ba 3d3/2 and Ba 3d5/2 are located at 797.18 eV and
781.88 eV in BT/BBT, respectively (Figure 5c) [30], and compared with the peak of Ba in
BT/BBT-0.1, the peak of Ba in BT/BBT-0.1 is shifted to lower binding energy (796.88 eV
and 781.68 eV). Simultaneously, high-resolution Ti 2p XPS spectra in the BT/BBT shows
both the peaks of Ti (IV) at 458.98 eV and 466.58 eV (Figure 5d), whereas the peak shifts
to lower binding energy in BT/BBT-0.1 hybrids. The electron binding energy of Ba and
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Ti is decreased after the addition of the reducing agent, indicating that electron density is
increased, and electron interactions are enhanced [31].

Figure 5. XPS spectra of (a) the overall survey, (b) Bi 4f (c) Ba 3d, and (d) Ti 2p on BT/BBT-0.1 and
BT/BBT.

The PL emission of photocatalysts is mainly attributed to the recombination of the
photoinduced electron and hole. Hence, a lower PL intensity generally reflects a lower
recombination rate. The typical PL spectra of BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1, and
BT/BBT-0.2 excited at 534 nm are displayed in Figure 6a. The pristine BT/BBT shows
strong emission peaks centered at 580 nm. The PL intensity decreases dramatically as the
AA content increasing, and the BT/BBT-0.1 exhibits the lowest PL intensity, which indicates
SPR of Bi0 and OVs suppress recombination of photogenerated charge carriers and thus
obtaining higher photocatalytic efficiency.

To further characterize the charge-carrier dynamics during the photocatalytic pro-
cess, time-resolved fluorescence decay spectra of BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1, and
BT/BBT-0.2 hybrids were recorded. Figure 6b depicts a double exponential decay fitting,
with τ1 (short lifetime) and τ2 (long lifetime). The τ1 is attributed to the nonradiative
transition and represents the lifetime of excited electrons recombining with surface defects.
Meanwhile, the τ2 is associated with the inter-band luminescence process and represents
the lifetime of excited electrons in CB recombining with holes in VB [32]. The τ2 values for
photocatalytic samples are associated with the photoexcited electron-hole recombination
process, and larger τ2 values indicate decreased charge recombination and enhanced charge
transfer. Therefore, the generally accepted fluorescence lifetime is the average of the two
lifetimes [33]. The results show that BT/BBT-0.1 has a longer carrier lifetime than BT/BBT.
A longer fluorescence lifetime of carriers may be responsible for increased photocatalytic
activity [34].
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Figure 6. (a) PL spectra, (b) fluorescence lifetime of BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1 samples.

The transient photocurrent responses for BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1 electrodes under
visible light irradiation were measured to gain a better understanding of the behavior of
the photoinduced charges (Figure 7a). After loading AA, the corresponding photocurrent
increases dramatically, as expected. The increased photocurrent intensity suggests that
photoinduced hole–electron pairs are better separated.

The charge transfer process was inspected using EIS in the dark. EIS Nyquist plots
of BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1 composites are shown in Figure 7b. The arc radius of the
BT/BBT-0.1 composite is smaller than that of the BT/BBT composite, indicating a lower
charge transfer resistance. These findings support the PL observation, confirming the
effective separation and transfer of charge carriers.

Figure 7. (a) Transient photocurrent responses, (b) EIS spectra of BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1 samples.

2.3. Photocatalytic Mechanism

To explore the main active substances in the photocatalytic NO conversion reaction, a
series of trapping experiments were carried out. PBQ, TEMPO, KBrO3, NA, and KI were
selected to trap •O2

−, •OH, e−, 1O2, and h+, respectively [35]. As displayed in Figure 8, for
BT/BBT-0.1, the addition of KI and NA virtually inhibits the conversion of NO, indicating
that light-induced h+ and 1O2 mainly contribute to the photocatalytic NO conversion
process. Additionally, when radicals were quenched with PBQ, the conversion efficiency of
NO was decreased by approximately 33.98% after 30 min of light irradiation, suggesting
that the •O2

− plays a secondary role in the photocatalytic conversion of NO. However, the
addition of TEMPO and KBrO3 does not inhibit the NO removal activity, indicating that
•OH and e− are rarely involved in the NO removal process.
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Figure 8. Effect of different radical scavengers on NO removal over BT/BBT-0.1.

Furthermore, electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy measurement can offer the
most persuasive evidence for detecting the reactive species as shown in Figure 9. According
to the results, a signal at about g = 2.00 appears, which is assigned to the electrons trapped in
OVs in BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1, and the ESR signal for BT BBT-0.1 is higher than BT/BBT.
This result implies that there are OVs in both samples and the number of OVs increases
in the BT/BBT-0.1. Hence, the OVs increasing in BT/BBT-0.1 could be one factor for the
enhanced photocatalytic activity because OVs promote adsorption of oxygen to form active
species such as •O2

− [36]. Under visible light illumination, three characteristic signals of
the TEMP-1O2 with the nearly relative intensity ratio of 1:1:1 can be observed in Figure 9b.
Notably, the signal intensity of BT/BBT-0.1 is higher than that of BT/BBT, implying that
BT/BBT-0.1 has a higher concentration of singlet oxygen (1O2). Experimental results show
that no signal peak arises in neither BT/BBT nor in BT/BBT-0.1 under dark conditions.
When exposed to visible light, DMPO−•O2

− immediately displays four obvious wave
signals with a similar relative intensity ratio of 1:1:1:1 (Figure 9c). Interestingly, under
the same illumination time, the peak strength of •O2

− of BT/BBT-0.1 is higher than that
of BT/BBT, which is ascribed to the higher free electron concentration of BT/BBT-0.1,
so the formation rate of •O2

− is accelerated. Meanwhile, the ESR signal intensities of
DMPO−•OH are close, with a similar relative intensity ratio of 1:2:2:1 (Figure 9d). The
above results further confirm the existence of OVs, 1O2, •OH, and •O2

−.
In this work, the reaction routes of NO removal were studied by in situ DRIF (Figure 10).

The baseline spectra were first recorded before introducing NO and dry clean air into the
reaction cell. During the photocatalytic process of BT/BBT, four peaks are observed, as
shown in Figure 10a. The peaks of NO−3 at 1520 and 1653 cm−1 suggest that NO is mostly
oxidized during the photocatalytic process [37,38]. The absorption bands at 1318 cm−1 are
due to N2O4, which is the polymerization product of NO2 on the surface of BT/BBT [39].
The peak of 1458 cm−1 is attributed to NO−2 [40]. These peaks appear after 30 min of dark
adsorption equilibrium and are increased after light irradiation. The result shows that
BT/BBT occurs oxidation during the dark adsorption phase, while a larger amount of
harmful by-product NO2 is formed. In the case of BT/BBT-0.1, as shown in Figure 10b, the
infrared absorption peak of NOx on the surface of the photocatalyst is detected. The peaks
at 1457, 1506, 1535, and 1653 cm−1 are caused by the NO−3 , and the absorption peak at
1714 cm−1 is due to the nitrosyl [38,39,41]. The absorption peaks at 1318 and 1745 cm−1 are
due to the N2O4 coming from the chelation of NO2 [39]. These peaks exhibit a significant
increase after visible light irradiation, but do not change significantly during the dark
adsorption phase. According to this finding, the catalytic reaction of NO at BT/BBT-0.1
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primarily takes place in the light phase and primarily produces NO−3 , with minimal NO2
byproduct.

Figure 9. (a) ESR spectra of BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1; the ESR signals of BT/BBT and BT/BBT-0.1 for
(b) 1O2, (c) •O2

− and (d) •OH in darkness and under visible light irradiation.

Figure 10. In situ DRIFT spectra of adsorption and photocatalytic on (a) BT/BBT and (b) BT/BBT-0.1.

Based on the above results and analysis, a mechanism for NO removal over BT/BBT-
0.1 is proposed and illustrated in Figure 11, and the possible photocatalytic reaction is as
follows [39,42]:

BT/BBT− 0.1 + hν→ e− + h+ (1)

O2 + e− → •O−2 (2)
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•O−2 + h+ → 1O2 (3)

NO + •O−2 → NO−3 (4)

NO + 1O2 → NO−3 (5)

2NO + O2 → 2NO2 → N2O4 (6)

Figure 11. Possible reaction mechanism of photocatalytic NO removal over BT/BBT-0.1.

According to the previous analysis, the OVs and SPR effect of Bi0 play a variety of
critical roles in the photocatalytic system. Firstly, the OVs and SPR effect of Bi0 can increase
catalytic reaction activity while inhibiting the formation of NO2. Secondly, the presence
of OVs and the SPR effect of Bi0 can promote light absorption, and effectively separate
photogenerated charge carriers. These advantages could lessen ineffective energy loss
while promoting light absorption. In addition, the presence of OVs and the SPR effect
of Bi0 promote photocurrent response while decreasing the charge transfer resistance.
Lastly, the OVs and SPR effect of Bi0 can improve the conversion of NO to NO−3 by
Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 under visible light irradiation.

3. Experimental
3.1. Chemicals

Bi(NO)3·5H2O, BaSO4, TiO2, Na2SO4, P-benzoquinone (PBQ), and potassium bro-
mate (KBrO3) were purchased from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd, Shanghai,
China. NaOH, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinooxy (TEMPO), 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-
oxide (DMPO), and L-tryptophan (NA) were obtained from Aladdin Reagent Co., Ltd,
Shanghai, China. L-Ascorbic acid (AA) was obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent
Co., Ltd. Potassium iodide (KI) was obtained from Shanghai Rhawn Chemical Technology
Co. Ltd, Shanghai, China. Anhydrous ethanol was purchased from Tianjin Bohai Chemical
Industry Group Co. Ltd, Tianjin, China. All chemicals used in this study are analytical
grade without further purification.

3.2. Photocatalyst Preparation

Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 powders were synthesized by the hydrothermal method.
Bi(NO)3·5H2O (4.850 g), BaSO4 (0.582 g), and TiO2 (0.799 g) were dissolved with vig-
orous stirring and then mixed with 3 mol·L−1 NaOH solution to adjust the pH value to 12.
Then 0.05 g, 0.1 g, and 0.2 g of L-Ascorbic acid (AA) was added to the mixture solution,
respectively. This solution was transferred into a polytetrafluoroethylene reaction tank
and kept at 180 ◦C for 9 h. After cooling to room temperature, the sample was washed
repeatedly until the filtrate was neutral, and then freeze-dried for 6 h. The obtained samples
were named as BT/BBT, BT/BBT-0.05, BT/BBT-0.1, and BT/BBT-0.2, respectively.

3.3. Catalyst Characterization

The crystalline structure of the samples was acquired by X-ray powder diffraction
(XRD, D/Max-2200PC, Beijing, China) equipped with Cu Ka radiation at 30 kV and 10 mA
with a scanning rate of 16◦ min−1 in the 2θ range of 10◦–80◦.

The optical absorption of the materials over a range of 200–800 nm was determined
using ultraviolet-visible light spectroscopy (UV–vis, Shimadzu’s UV-1800, Tokyo, Japan)
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equipped with an integrating sphere assembly to investigate the optical properties of the
samples, using BaSO4 as the reference.

The morphological surface of samples was investigated by scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM, FEI’s Verios 460, Hillsboro, OR, USA) with a high-resolution field emission.
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of BT/BBT-0.1 was carried out by the
scanning electron microscope (FEI Q45+EDAX Octane Prime, Hillsboro, OR, USA). These
samples were placed on aluminum foil sheets for the above EDX analysis.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS) with Al Ka radiation (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
ESCALAB250Xi, Waltham, MA, USA) was employed to investigate the surface chemistry
properties. All the binding energies were calibrated by using the contaminant carbon (C 1s
1
4 284.8 eV) as a reference.

The specific surface areas and distribution of pore size were analyzed by Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller (BET) and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) methods using the N2 adsorption-
desorption curves (Micromeritics ASAP 2460, Shanghai, China).

The Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR/ESR) experiments were determined by
electron spin resonance spectroscopy (Bruker E500, Berlin, German) using DMPO capture
agent, in which the samples were in a 40 mM DMPO solution with aqueous dispersion for
DMPO−•OH and methanol dispersion for DMPO−•O2

−.
The photoelectrochemical (PEC) measurements were performed with a CHI660E

electrochemical workstation (Chenhua Instruments, Inc., Shanghai, China) using aqueous
5 mol·L−1 Na2SO4 as the electrolyte. 300 W Xenon lamp equipped with a UV cutoff filter
(λ ≥ 420 nm) was used as a light source. Standard calomel electrode (SCE) was employed
as the reference electrode and Pt slice as the counter electrode. The working electrode was
an indium tin oxide (ITO, 20 × 20 × 1.1 mm, 15 Ω, Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA)
glass coated with the prepared samples. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
was recorded in the frequency range of 0.01–100,000 Hz with a sine wave of 5 mV.

Photoluminescence (PL) analyses were performed using a Raman-Transient Fluores-
cence Spectrometer equipped with Laser Raman Focused Fiber (LabRAM HR Evolution,
Horiba France S.A.S Co. Longjumeau, France) at room temperature with excitation at a
wavelength of 325 nm. Fluorescence lifetime was measured using an FS5 spectrofluorome-
ter (Edinburgh, 141UK, Livingston, United Kingdom) under excitation at a wavelength of
300 nm.

The in situ Fourier-transform infrared (in situ FT-IR) spectra were recorded on a FT-IR
spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 70 FT-IR, Karlsruhe, German) equipped with in situ reaction
chamber.

The visible-light photocatalytic activity was evaluated by comparing the effect of NO
removal in a continuous-flow reactor at ambient temperature. The volume of the cylindrical
reactor is 500 mL. A 300 W commercial xenon lamp equipped with a 420 nm cut-off filter is
used as the light source. To monitor and control the humidity of the reaction gas stream,
the reaction system is equipped with a humidity detector and a humidifier. Firstly, 50 mg
of as-prepared samples and 10 mL of anhydrous ethanol were added to glass dishes, with a
diameter of 60 mm, then ultrasonic mixing for 10 min. Uniform sample films were obtained
by drying the above suspension at 60 ◦C in an oven (Figure S1). Lastly, the films were
placed in the reactor equipped with a moisture detector and a humidifier. The dry air and
NO gases were introduced into the reactor with an initial concentration of about 800 ppb,
in which the air and NO flow rates were controlled at 289 mL·min−1 and 12.98 mL·min−1

respectively. The reactions were carried out in the dark until the adsorption-desorption
equilibrium was reached. The concentrations of NO, NO2, and NOx (NOx represents NO
+ NO2) were monitored using a NOx analyzer (Thermo Environmental Instruments Inc.,
model 42i-TL, Waltham, MA, USA). The experimental setup for photocatalytic NO removal
is displayed in Scheme 1. The photocatalytic efficiency η of the samples was calculated as
η = C

C0
× 100%, where C and C0 correspond to the concentrations of NO in the outlet and

inlet stream, respectively. The concentration of NO2, a toxic byproduct of NO conversion,
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was calculated according to as CNO2(ppb) = CNOx − CNO, where CNOx and CNO stand for
the concentrations of NOx and NO in the outlet, respectively.

Scheme 1. Experimental setup for photocatalytic NO removal with real-time monitoring and testing.

3.4. Trapping Test

KI and KBrO3 were used as effective scavengers of h+ and e−, respectively. TEMPO
was used as a scavenger for hydroxyl radicals (•OH) and singlet molecular oxygen (1O2),
and NA was used as a scavenger for singlet molecular oxygen (1O2). PBQ was used to
scavenge superoxide radicals (•O2

−) [25]. Photocatalysts (50 mg) containing different
trapping agents (1 mmol) were dispersed in deionized water (10 mL) and evenly mixed
using ultrasonication. These mixed suspensions were evaporated at 60 ◦C in an oven to
form a uniform film. The photocatalytic activity of these different samples was evaluated
by the photocatalytic reaction system mentioned above.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 nanocomposites were successfully fabricated
by a one-step hydrothermal method. The addition of AA causes the reduction of Bi atoms
in Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15, which could form the SPR effect and OVs. The series of char-
acterizations indicate that the OVs and the SPR effect of Bi0 in Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15
photocatalyst effectively increase the light absorption capacity, specific surface areas, and
separation efficiency of the photogenerated carriers, thus improving its photocatalysis.
As a result, Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 with addition of 0.1 g AA exhibits the best photocat-
alytic performance with NO removal efficiency of 67.88%, which is 2.6 times that of the
Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15, and the production of the toxic byproduct NO2 is reduced by 92.02%
under the same conditions. Moreover, ambient humidity has little effect on the pho-
tocatalytic performance of theBi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15, and the photocatalyst exhibits
excellent reusability after repeated cleaning with deionized water. More importantly, the
results of in situ DRIFTS indicate that the main photocatalytic process of NO removal
over the Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 nanocomposite occurs via an oxidation route, i.e., NO
is converted into NO−3 . Mechanistic analysis indicates that 1O2 and photo-generated
holes (h+) play a vital role in NO removal. This study demonstrates that the activity
Bi@Ba2TiO4/BaBi4Ti4O15 is barely affected by ambient humidity which is a promising
photocatalyst for NO removal.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal12111455/s1, Figure S1: The optical images of (a) BT/BBT
and (b) BT/BBT-0.1 uniform films, Figure S2: Morphology of BT/BBT-0.1 composite: (a) SEM images,
(b) element overlay images, elemental mapping of (c) Bi element, (d) Ba element, (e) Ti element, and
(f) O element, and (h) EDX images.

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal12111455/s1
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